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 This is a book about those big lifestyle transitions such as for example divorce, relocation, pension, empty nest, and
ageing, and can show you how exactly to survive and turn out better than before. You merely need to awaken your Rebel
and learn to live adventurously.Aging could be fun! “The opposite of courage is not cowardice, it really is conformity.
Figure out how to battle your inner dragons, go on your Hero’s Journey and find your True Calling and get this to the best
time you will ever have. This book contains the absolutely best existence coaching tips and techniques for personal
transformation available today— and they will help you age such as a Rebel. This is a direct for adventurous spirits and
risk takers—hippies at heart—who due to your unorthodox life options may find yourselves without the usual support
networks during times of changeover.” Jim Hightower
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A great guidebook to help you slay the dragon of fear Rebellious Aging has a great deal of wisdom to provide people
who’ve reached that stage within their lives when they need to rethink the way forward.. A Self-Help Information for the
Old Hippie at Center’ offers been quite an experience and My apologies to place it down. I was drawn to it initially due to
the clever title and all it implied. It is just by acknowledging that people are lost that people can begin to get our way.
Nash. It discusses where to find your purpose and develop a new and fulfilling life strategy..), but it’s also an extremely
serious self-help reserve with many unique techniques. I’ve tried a lot of them and I found several to be quite effective
and I continue to advantage from them.I would recommend Rebellious Ageing to anyone who's finding their life
relatively stale and is preparing to make changes that may indeed result in a life well-lived. This will likely be among the
best personal help books you will encounter and I’m looking towards where Margaret Nash goes next as I’m in hopes she
will author many more books.By enough time I had read the introduction and the first chapter I was completely engaged
and I knew I would enjoy the journ Review for Margaret’s bookMargaret Nash’s ‘Rebellious Aging .One of the things I
love best about Margaret Nash’s approach is that she embraces the uncertainty and dilemma that lots of people feel
during this phase of their lives. By enough time I had browse the introduction and the initial chapter I was totally
engaged and I understood I was going to enjoy the journey laid out by Ms. “Being lost in the forest is a superb place to
become!” Nash tells us. Don’t be like Demeter, who couldn’t overcome the loss of her child Persephone, Nash
advises.Nash also discusses myths and how we can use the archetypes we come across in those myths to help us
understand ourselves, and the conflicts we have been mired in. However, it had great guidelines and techniques for
triumphing on the aging process and finding your purpose. It is so nicely written, therefore caring, which helped me wish
to care even more for myself.”Especially if you are someone who is attracted to the imagery of mythology, fairy tales or
tarot cards, you will appreciate Nash’s approach and discover a lot of value in this book. A great, inspiring A great,
inspiring, readable exploration of how to get your "mojo" back the swing of things. This publication was a big wow. Very
inspirational Looking towards retirement, again, at age 70, and fearful of what my next decade will bring I discovered
this very useful and inspiring.' Writer Margaret Nash gives us some solid data and information on how to recognize
what's no longer working in our lives and turn it around, including useful exercises and writing prompts. She draws on
life training tools and through tale and engaging writing she helps us to seek out the thoughts and beliefs that may be
holding us back form completely enjoying this time around of our life.There are many books that address the topics of
finding your daily life purpose and aging gracefully, but that one pulls it all together in such a delightful and fun-to-read
style. Ms.But this reserve offers far more than a humorous undertake aging without 'following the first choice. We need
not act our age. A must for everyone 40 or over! Entertaining, idea provoking and totally enjoyable! The insights are spot
on and it helped me tremendously. Just what a thought provoking publication it is, and it opened my eyes and
encouraged me to delight in myself regarding the adjustments acquiring place in my own life as the years seem to speed
by. I am still a person at almost 74, but encased in a somewhat used body that has a sense of humor and an attitude!
Margaret Nash is to be congratulated as a great motivator through her writing. Life training for Boomers- and everyone
else I learned a lot from scanning this book! Nash is obviously very good at what she does and provided a great read! Her
words are clean and lively and the free spirit within me resonated with everything she acquired to say … she is a live
wire! Ideal for anyone who hates the golf/knitting/card playing type of retirement and really wants to discover and
follow their true passions instead! It really is so nicely written, thus caring I thought I'd be going on a comedic ride, not
really sitting down pen and paper in hand focused on understanding myself! Yes, the comedy was there to tickle me, but
way more important were the new revelations in my own 60s. As a vintage hippie (both in mind and in actuality), I get a
real kick out of the theme of rebellion and all the references to the fantastic music and wild occasions of the hippie
era.This book is a poetic guide to, as Nash puts it, “slaying the dragon of fear of aging by facing it rebelliously. The title
of this book first got my attention and after reading just a couple of paragraphs, I knew I was hooked! Great read! A
must read! This book is fantastic fun. Discovered the book in a secondary rental and was intrigued by the cover.
Everyone must figure out how to let go. A must read for those folks hitting the second mid-life crisis! Good Stuff! I
cherished it! Helped me understand some of the stuff that I’ve been trying to deal with about aging and retirement. It
provided me some great coping equipment that I’ve been using since reading her books. I highly recommend it to anyone



who’s been questioning why they’re not exceptional retirement they’ve dreamed of. Great guide for fulfilled living This
book gave this old hippie a "treason to trust". Definitely worth reading in the event that you feel the need for a change,
especially in attitude. A funny, intuitive and perceptive watch of aging and dealing . The book is quite witty and playful
(have a look at the Chapter headings!. Cant put it down. A funny, intuitive and perceptive look at of aging and dealing
with "what might have been". Great tips on easing into maturing and modifications in life that simple and beneficial. I
got a little dropped in the archetypes discussed but got past that. Loved this book First, this reserve brought me back in
time to my 20's and then moved me ahead to a joyful lifestyle. I get yourself a real kick from the theme of rebellion and
all of the references to the great music and wild occasions of the hippie era I am loving this publication! Mid Life isn't
scary, it's a transformation and Margaret's publication helps us more towards that switch with comfort. Not the
Partridge Family bus but just as fun! I treasured all the references to the hippie period and 60s music. Inside was even
better! It's certainly a keeper, and one I will be recommending to my close friends! It's rather a life coaching guide
aimed at old hippies/ Baby Boomers who are dealing with the struggles of maturing, retirement and life adjustments,
but I think people at any stage of existence could benefit from this information.
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